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Survey Overview
The Merchant Risk Council (MRC), with the assistance of Edgar, Dunn & Company (EDC),
has conducted a Global Fraud Survey to provide its members an overview of how
different businesses around the world manage online fraud risk. To conclude the
survey, the MRC, with EDC, has released this white paper, summarizing and analyzing
the aggregated data collected from both MRC members and non-members who
participated in the survey. This report provides insights on key trends, best practices
and benchmarks, to enhance your company’s understanding of fraud risk and to better
run and structure your operations.
EDC, an international consultancy specializing in payments, conducted the MRC Global
Fraud Survey from January-February 2015.
A total of 165 merchants responded to the online survey – the demographics of these
merchants can be found in the Appendix. Additionally, 12 merchants across North
America and Europe participated in one-on-one in-depth interviews with EDC.
The MRC and EDC would like to thank the survey participants for taking the time to
participate in the online survey and the one-on-one interviews. If you are interested in
discussing any of these findings and their implications, the MRC and EDC are pleased to
organize a follow-up conversation to discuss in further details the learnings from this
survey.
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Executive Summary
Payment fraud is a constantly changing, evolving landscape, which means it is
challenging for merchants to successfully manage and combat. While there are many
drivers of this change, four key trends are particularly noteworthy:
Growth of crossborder commerce
• Patterns of fraud
unique to specific
markets
• Riskier transactions

Emergence of
mCommerce
• New channel for
commerce
• New fraud patterns
and emerging tools

Focus of organized
crime on payment
fraud
• Fraud as a business
• Cleaner fraud,
representing more
sophisticated attacks

Large data
breaches
• Risks of stored data
and data in transit
• Increased need for
sophisticated
security

Growth of cross-border commerce: Global expansion through cross-border
commerce has driven fraud to take on different shapes and forms, many of which
may be unique to a specific industry or geography.
Emergence of mCommerce: The increasing popularity of tablets, smartphones and
other digital devices is fueling consumer demand for a more dynamic multichannel
commerce experience – which consequently opens up new opportunities for
fraudsters. For instance, mobile devices reduce the time from ordering to
consumption of many types of products.
Focus of organized crime on payment fraud: Payment fraud has become the
purview of organized crime, which in turn has become more sophisticated and
professional. As a result, fraudsters have become better at compiling information
needed to make a transaction look legitimate.
Large data breaches: The growing rate of large scale data breaches means that there
is significantly more data on the market for fraudsters to buy or to use, though in
some instances it has also decreased the window in which that data has value.
While the respondents of this survey are primarily MRC members, they represent an
array of retail verticals. They also vary in terms of how they monitor and manage fraud
risk, from large multinationals with localized fraud teams, dedicated IT and data
analytics resources, and sophisticated fraud tools, to small merchants that are just
beginning to sell across borders and have a single resource dedicated to eCommerce
risk management. Reflecting the experience of this disparate group, the key points
from this survey are:
In 2014, the global payment fraud rate was 0.53%, down from the 0.60% MRC
members reported in 2013. However, that average rate masks significant variances
by different characteristics. For instance, looking across different industry verticals,
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the highest fraud rate is 5x that of the lowest; looking across countries, the highest
fraud rate is 2.5x of the lowest rate.
While the mobile channel is a significant concern, most merchants have not seen the
large spikes that media reports have mentioned. However, certain merchants have
seen rates higher than other channels, particularly travel & ticketing merchants for
whom the mobile channel can significantly decrease the time from purchase to
consumption.
Understanding and tracking key performance indicators (KPIs) are critical steps in
fraud risk management, and top metrics include chargeback rates and confirmed
fraud rates. Merchants increasingly see the value of data – examples include a
merchant who has built its own data warehouse for fraud purposes, and others who
have full-time positions for data scientists and predictive modelers on their teams.
Fraud is getting more difficult to detect – clean fraud is the most common fraud
attack experienced by merchants. The vast amount of data that has been
compromised, coupled with the increasing professionalization of fraudsters, means
that it is getting harder to separate out good customers from bad ones.
3D Secure, Device Fingerprinting and Fraud Scoring Models rank as the most
effective tools by those merchants who have deployed them. Not surprisingly, these
tools are the ones merchants most commonly plan to implement over the next 12
months. Additionally, dynamic deployments of tools are becoming more common,
with good customers being passed through lighter barriers (if any) while unknown or
riskier customers face higher hurdles to completing a transaction.
Having the right people and expertise is consistently cited as one of the most
important success factors for merchants to keep in mind (alongside having the right
data). There is no “one size fits all” model for setting up and running a fraud team,
since it depends upon a merchant’s industry, size and resources, among other
factors.
Throughout the interviews, merchants highlighted 3 critical parts to a fraud program –
the right people, the right tools and the right data. While these elements do not come
easily, resources exist to support merchants as they navigate the complex world of
fraud risk management. By sponsoring surveys such as this and offering a rich schedule
of educational and networking events, the Merchant Risk Council strives to provide a
robust set of resources to help merchants better optimize fraud risk management.
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1

2014 eCommerce Fraud Results

1.1

MRC merchants report a lower fraud rate compared to 2013
Worldwide, the eCommerce market is growing rapidly, with global retail sales
(excluding travel and tickets) expected to hit nearly $1.6 trillion in 2015, up nearly 21%
from 2014 1. Nonetheless, the increasing opportunities of eCommerce also come with
the threat of fraud. In 2014, merchants experienced on average a payment fraud rate 2
of 0.53%, down from the 0.60% MRC members reported in 2013. In the face of a rapidly
growing eCommerce market, this indicates that most companies are succeeding in
limiting their online fraud losses, though the actual losses are still increasing for most
merchants.
0F0F

1F1F

Just as importantly, merchants seem to have a good handle on fraud, since the overall
average fraud rate is in line with the average target rate of 0.52% that merchants
reported setting for themselves.

What percent of annual eCommerce sales did you lose due to payment fraud globally?
2013
2014
Target

0.60%

0.53%

0.52%

Industry Perspective: Although merchants have been successful at combatting
fraud and limiting losses through more sophisticated risk management and fraud
tools, it is not possible to rest on these laurels. With the recent rash of data
breaches, the potential increase in online fraud following EMV adoption in the US,
and the rapid growth of mobile channels, there are unfortunately a lot of
opportunities for fraudsters in the near future.

1.2

Fraud rates vary significantly between merchant types,
sizes and geographical locations
Merchants experience different rates of fraud depending upon their industry. In 2014,
across all the surveyed companies, payment fraud was highest for subscription services,
at 1.46% of total eCommerce revenue. Since subscription services tend to be paid for in
recurring transactions, fraudsters may be more likely to rack up multiple transactions
1

eMarketer, December 2014.
Payment fraud, for the purposes of this survey, is defined as “net fraud-coded chargebacks for
eCommerce transactions (all chargebacks, net of those ‘won’) + credits issued to customers who claim not
to have placed an order”. The payment fraud rate is payment fraud expressed as a percentage of
eCommerce sales.
2
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prior to a chargeback occurring, which is one reason for higher fraud losses. In contrast,
the payment fraud rates for both physical goods and travel & ticketing are significantly
lower at 0.38% and 0.29%, respectively. The lower rate in travel & ticketing might be due
to increasing collaboration across travel merchants and the rapid adoption of customer
authentication and fraud prevention tools in this sector. An additional factor is a
merchant’s “risk appetite”. For instance, digital goods merchants, who typically have a
low marginal cost of goods, are often more willing to bear losses in order to attract
customers compared to physical goods merchants, who usually have a higher marginal
cost of goods.
Average Global Fraud Rate by Merchant Types
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%

1.46%

1.04%

0.80%

0.00%
Subscription
Services

Other

Services, Excl
Travel

0.42%

0.38%

Digital Goods

0.29%

Physical Goods Travel & Tickets

In the chart below, a similar pattern emerges when payment fraud rates are broken out
by the merchants’ top countries 3 in terms of eCommerce sales. Fraud losses are
reported to be highest in the United States and Belgium and lowest in Spain.
Interestingly enough, a number of merchants interviewed had challenges in combating
fraud in certain European markets, such as France and Germany, since data privacy laws
make it difficult for certain fraud tools to operate in those markets. However,
merchants surveyed in aggregate did not report that these markets are out of line
compared to the global average rate right now. That being said, some merchants
indicated an increasing fraud rate in France over the past few months, potentially due
to an increasing level of bank account takeovers.
2F2F

What percentage of annual eCommerce sales did you lose due to
payment fraud in each of your top 10 countries?
0.80%

0.72%

0.71%

0.65%

0.60%

0.58%

0.52%

0.46%

Average Global Fraud Rate: 0.53%
0.41%

0.40%

0.39%

0.38%
0.27%

0.20%
0.00%
USA

BEL

FRA

DEU

CAN

GBR

NLD

AUS

ITA

ESP

Nevertheless, as 35% of respondents were not able to break out fraud data by country, a
good proportion of merchants are still unaware of how fraud rates break out
3

Merchants primarily use ‘Bill to’ country (36% of respondents) or IP address (32%) to determine the country
of origin; website country is used by 18% of merchants.
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geographically. As merchants expand, this tracking ability becomes critical. One
merchant reported entering a new market in Europe and learning that fraudsters
represented 20% of their initial customers – fraudsters were testing out the merchant’s
systems for that particular country. Without country-level data, this merchant would
not have identified the problem since it was a low level of losses compared to their
overall business, putting it at risk as business increased.
Data from Visa Europe (gross fraud rate by issuer country, including card-present and
card-not-present purchases) confirms the wide difference in fraud rates across
European countries and also confirms that countries such as Belgium, France, and
Germany appear to have above average fraud rates: 4
3F3F

Visa Europe: Gross Fraud Rate by Issuer Country
Rate indexed to Average Overall Gross Fraud Rate

400

356

333

300

244

244
178

200

156

111

111

100

89

67

Average Gross Fraud Rate: 100
44

44

44

ESP

NOR

ISR

22

22

TUR

SWE

0
NLD

BEL

DEU

AUT

ITA

FRA

GBR

CHE

IRL

DNK

Not surprisingly, when looking at
Fraud Rates by Merchant Size
fraud rates by merchant size, smaller
companies report being hit harder
Less than $25m
$25m than larger companies. One
$100m $100m
$1b
explanation appears to be that
Over $1b
smaller companies are primarily
0.89% 0.46% 0.26%
focused on growing their business
and attracting customers, and thus
may not yet have invested in the
tools or capabilities required to combat fraud.

1.28%

Industry Perspective: The ability to “slice and dice” fraud by a variety of
variables is critical to understanding current risks and how best to combat
them. For instance, based on an interview with a large digital goods merchant,
current “hot spots” for online fraud include China, Russia and Ukraine (vs.
countries like Vietnam or regions like Africa a few years ago). Having the data
at a level that can identify this trend is a critical step to deploying proper
strategies to mitigate the risk.

4

This table shows issuer-reported gross fraud rates by issuer country, and these rates are indexed to a base
(100) that corresponds to the average overall gross fraud rate among all Visa Europe sales over the period
October 2013 – September 2014 (source: Visa Europe).
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1.3

Fraud in mobile channels has not yet surpassed webstore
fraud
The emergence of smartphones, tablets and other digital devices is fueling consumer
demand for a more dynamic multichannel commerce experience. This has quickly
become a significant market – and there are expected to be more than 1.9 billion
smartphone users globally in 2015 (an increase of 17% from 2014) 5. Responding to the
changing retail landscape, 95% of the surveyed merchants are already multichannel.
However, less than 50% of merchants track fraud separately by mobile channel despite
its growing importance. And only 60% of merchants track fraud for their webstore as a
distinct channel.
4F4F

While there have been recent articles and commentary about the rising rates of fraud in
mobile channels, those merchants who do track fraud by channel report slightly lower
fraud rates in mobile channels than the webstore 6.
5F5F

Channel Revenue
Lost to Fraud

% Tracking
Fraud

Webstore

0.37%

59%

Mobile
Optimized Web

0.35%

32%

Mobile App

0.24%

41%

Sales Channel

Percent of Fraud Loss in Terms of Sales in Top Country
Digital
Goods

Physical
Goods

Travel &
Tickets

Webstore

0.36%

0.34%

0.15%

Mobile
Optimized Web

0.23%

0.06%

0.31%

Mobile App

0.03%

0.04%

0.53%

Sales Channel

5

However, when looking at fraud
losses by industry, it seems that
fraud for travel & ticketing
merchants has shifted significantly
to mobile channels, whereas digital
and physical goods merchants are
still being predominantly targeted
via the webstore. This is backed by
the interviews, where a number of
physical goods merchants reported
that higher mobile fraud has not yet
materialized, though it may be a
result of not having yet truly
optimized their mobile channels to
appeal to customers. Given the
short purchase-to-consumption
window that mobile provides travel
& ticketing merchants, it is no
surprise that significantly higher
fraud rates exist in those channels.

eMarketer, December 2014.
The reason that none of the channel fraud rates are higher than the global average is due to the fact that
not all merchants are able to provide fraud rates by channel. Merchants who suffer the highest fraud tend
to be the ones unable to report fraud at the channel level.
6
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Industry Perspective: As sales in the mobile channel grow, it is increasingly
attracting fraudsters. This has already started to occur in the travel & ticketing
sector. More than ever before, merchants need to consider implementing mobilespecific tools to combat fraud by leveraging some of the unique data available for
mobile transactions. For most merchants, however, a more basic first step is
developing capabilities to track fraud specifically in the mobile channel. Issues
cannot be identified and mitigated until the proper data and reporting is in place.

1.4

Payment cards have highest fraud rates, though direct
debits experience nearly similar fraud rates
Merchants reported that credit and debit cards have the highest rates of fraud by
payment type, above 0.40% of revenue each. Other payment methods, though accepted
by less than 60% of merchants surveyed, had lower fraud rates; direct debits / pull bank
transfers were not too far behind payment cards at 0.37%, while eWallets and online
bank transfers were at or below 0.10% 7. These rates are better than the rates reported
for 2013, particularly for direct debits (1.5% in 2013) and eWallets (0.7% in 2013). While
bank transfers are often thought of as a lower risk payment type, the process in
Germany, as described in an interview with a large gaming merchant, shows how fraud
can occur. This merchant indicated that some banks in Germany only run a daily batch
file for bank transfers; hence customers have time to empty their bank account before
paying out funds to this merchant.
6F6F

What percent of annual eCommerce sales did you lose due to payment fraud for each of
the following payment methods across all countries?
Credit
Cards

Debit Cards

Direct Debit / Pull
Bank Transfer

eWallets

Online Bank Transfer
with Real-time
Confirmation

Overall Loss
Rate

0.46%

0.42%

0.37%

0.10%

0.06%

Sample Size

41

12

19

22

10

Industry Perspective: Merchants with a total fraud rate that is acceptable might
find, with the right level of data, particular pockets of fraud that can be identified.
For instance, fraud may be unusually high in one particular channel or with a
particular payment method. This represents material losses, but it could be hidden
by better performance in other channels. Having a robust data set is critical to
drilling down into performance in order to better manage a merchant’s fraud risk.

7

However, more than half of the survey respondents who accept the various payment methods do not
track the breakdown of fraud by payment type. Since no individual rate is higher than the global average,
merchants who suffer the highest fraud tend to be the ones unable to report fraud at the payment method
level.
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1.5

When tracking KPIs, merchants see the highest value in
chargeback and confirmed fraud rates
As discussed above, data is essential for merchants to better track and manage their
payment fraud risk. Tracking key metrics allows merchants to understand if there is a
problem, help identify the type and location of the problem, and then analyze the steps
necessary to solve the problem. On the back end, data and reporting are then critical in
helping merchants determine whether their solutions are successful and cost effective.
While interviews showed that merchants track a wide variety of KPIs and tend to value
particular metrics depending upon their overall strategy and business focus, merchants
did indicate that chargeback rate and total confirmed fraud rate 8 were the most
important KPIs. It is not surprising that chargebacks top the list, as they are costly and a
key metric that acquirers and payment brands use to monitor merchant risk and
behavior.
7F7F

On a scale of 0-5, please indicate the importance and value of each of the
following fraud related key performance indicators
5 indicates very important
Chargeback rate

4.40

Total confirmed fraud rate – transaction amount

4.11

Fraud rate – transaction amount

3.94

Manual review rate – transaction count

3.76

Fraud rate – transaction count

3.75
-

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

The ranking of importance is consistent across most merchant types with the exception
of physical goods, where the manual review rate is the second most important KPI.
Since physical goods merchants are able to delay shipment until after a manual review,
the throughput of the reviewers becomes a relatively more important metric to track to
ensure efficient operations.
Top Two KPIs by Merchant Type
Merchant Type

8

Most Important KPI

Second Most Important KPI

Physical Goods

Chargeback rate

Manual review rate (count)

Travel & Tickets

Total confirmed fraud rate (amount)

Chargeback rate

Digital Goods

Chargeback rate

Total confirmed fraud rate (amount)

Subscription Services

Chargeback rate

Fraud rate (count)

Services, Excl Travel

Fraud rate (amount)

Chargeback rate

Other

Total confirmed fraud rate (amount)

Chargeback rate

Confirmed fraud rate refers to the fraud dollar loss as a percentage of sales for cases that are known to be
fraud, either because they were charged back or because investigations subsequently turned up fraud (e.g.
refunds as a result of fraud); this would include friendly fraud as well.
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Interviews, however, revealed that merchants may emphasize certain metrics over
others for a period of time, driven by the issues that the merchant faces. As an example,
if overall fraud is under control, a merchant may shift its focus. One US merchant
discussed focusing on order decline rates and manual review rates, trying to measure
the customer experience. Simultaneously they measured and tracked the “insult rate”,
which attempts to understand how many good customers are having orders rejected
and/or accounts blocked. Another large merchant, in the travel industry, described how
KPIs can be used not only to monitor fraud but also to set operational targets. For
instance, this merchant calculates a “daily savings” KPI compared to the actual fraud
incurred at the same time last year and uses it to set a monthly target for their fraud
analysts.
At the end of the day, metrics can be established for most processes. One large
European merchant has a very sophisticated “engineering” approach, e.g. setting up a
dashboard that measures performance all along the “chain” for each step in order to
pick up any unusual activity.
Industry Perspective: Understanding, calculating, and then monitoring KPIs are a
critical step in fraud risk management. While a company’s approach and
processes related to establishing and tracking KPIs can depend on a wide variety
of factors, including company size, management goals and industry, what’s clear
is that having established KPIs is a proven best practice. Some companies have
implemented this to the point where they set up an automated process to
generate real-time alert triggers in case of abnormal patterns.

1.6

Clean fraud is the most common fraud attack
Unfortunately, fraud continues to get more difficult to detect and combat. Merchants
report that clean fraud, which refers to attacks that appear to be legitimate orders
because fraudsters provide more complete and accurate personal data from stolen
identities and payment information, is the most common type of attack experienced by
their company. The vast amount of stolen information means that it has never been
easier to pull together all the information needed to make a transaction look legitimate
– payment card, address, phone, IP geographic location, etc. Along with the overall
growth in fraud, this is one of the most salient outcomes from the increasing rate of
data breaches coupled with the continued professionalization of fraud rings.
Besides clean fraud, merchants primarily experience four other major types of fraud:
phishing / pharming / whaling, money laundering, account takeover and identity theft.
Phishing is starting to increase in markets that previously had not seen significant levels
of attempts, such as France. It may be that fraudsters are beginning to expand beyond
English, targeting new languages in order to attack other markets.
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Please rank the order of fraud attacks in terms of frequency
experienced by your company
Clean fraud
Phishing / pharming / whaling
Money laundering
Account takeover
Identity theft
Coupon / Discount / Refund abuse
Triangulation schemes

28%
17%
18%
12%
15%
13%
10% 8%
11%
13%
19%
9%
14%
15%
5% 6% 2%
4% 7% 8%
0%

10%

20%

30%

7%
Rank #1
Rank #2
Rank #3

40%

50%

60%

70%

Friendly fraud 9 also remains a significant issue in some merchant categories. Those who
track friendly fraud report that an estimated 25% of their total eCommerce revenue loss
was a result of friendly fraud. Nevertheless, it remains a challenge to identify friendly
fraud and nearly a quarter of merchants do not track it. Yet, it is possible – merchants
leverage customer history, delivery information and contacts with banks and payment
networks, among other tactics, to identify this type of fraud.
8F8F

60%

How do you identify and define "friendly fraud" for reporting
purposes?

50%
40%
30%

57%

20%
10%

30%

26%

Shipping /
delivery
information

Discuss with
banks / payment
networks

0%
Prior purchase
history
(customer
history)

15%
Other

27%
6%
Do not know

Do not track

Industry Perspective: As fraud gets more difficult to detect, merchants will need
to consider more sophisticated tools that 1) ‘see through’ some of the tactics
used by fraudsters, 2) provide additional data with which to better segment good
and risky customers and/or 3) provide additional instances of friction for high-risk
transactions. Although friendly fraud can be a significant issue, it is in some ways
more of a customer service issue (e.g. determining how to challenge otherwise
good customers). Nonetheless, ‘traditional’ fraud tools may offer some respite.
One European merchant indicated that it does not have a major issue with
friendly fraud, although it represents 90% of fraud. Its use of 3D Secure means
that it can quickly identify and close down a customer account in these instances.

9

Friendly fraud refers to the actions of an actual customer or someone known to the customer (such as a
family member) making a legitimate purchase and then subsequently disputing the charge, claiming never
to have purchased or received the goods.
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2

Fraud Detection Tools

2.1

Merchants consistently cite the power of data in helping to
combat fraud
The lynchpin to effectively combatting eCommerce fraud is data. Since the transaction
does not occur face-to-face, merchants benefit by having additional data to help
identify whether transactions are valid versus fraudulent. The goal is to stop fraud
before it happens, as opposed to reacting well after the transaction has been
completed. In today’s eCommerce world, data provides merchants with an increasingly
sophisticated ability to segment customers. This decreases friction for good customers
and increases friction for unknown or riskier customers.
Ultimately, a tool must be successful at identifying both fraudulent orders and good
customers. This last piece can be challenging, since turning controls too tight risks
turning away real orders. For example, one European merchant described a test that
was conducted in parallel to its live system. This test showed that the partner’s tool
would have rejected 20-25% of good orders because it did not have the necessary
flexibility. Needless to say, the merchant did not proceed with the tool.
Industry Perspective: Data analytics is critical for fraud prevention as it plays an
important role in the early warning, detection and monitoring of fraud. As one
large digital goods merchant with global reach confirmed, “You can never have
enough data”. This merchant has backed up its view – its fraud team has built
their own transaction database internally, so that they do not need to rely on
other parts of the business to collect or store transaction data on all past orders /
activities.

2.2

Tool use is relatively consistent across webstore and
mobile at this point
The survey reveals that about 75% of merchants can detect when an order comes from a
mobile phone versus a webstore, and of those merchants, nearly 4 out of 5 are using
the same tools and data to detect fraud across both channels. Overall, this suggests
Are you able to detect whether
an order comes from a mobile
phone vs. a laptop or desktop?
26%

If yes, do you use different tools
and different data?

21%

Yes
74%

No

79%

Yes
No
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that mobile-specific fraud tools have not yet really been adapted en masse by
merchants, though this is expected to change in the future.
Industry Perspective: While this trend makes sense due to the early stage of
mobile commerce, it is not expected to last. The mobile channel has the ability to
provide additional data elements beyond what a traditional eCommerce
transaction generates. Leveraging this data, as well as other powers of
smartphones, is certainly the next step for fraud protection in this channel.

2.3

CVN and negative lists are the most common tools in use
today
Card Verification Numbers (CVN) and negative lists (internal database of customer
details such as email addresses, customer names, etc. associated with past fraudulent
activities) are the two most common tools in use today across both the webstore and
mobile channels.
CVN was one of the earliest tools adopted by merchants, and it is considered a “hygiene
check” that should be used. For instance, Visa Europe advises merchants “always to use
CVV2 if you are able to do so. The Visa Europe rules require use when you can do so
securely, and it is a painless way to validate that all other card details are genuine.” 10
9F9F

Regarding negative lists, one merchant mentioned that it has begun to share its list with
other merchants via a shared sector-specific database. However, there is concern that
such a database might generate a higher level of false positives. Nonetheless, many
merchants report that the power of these lists increase as the merchant ‘user base’
expands. Multiple industries have industry-specific databases, and merchants can also
take advantage of certain local third-party databases of closed card accounts. Despite
the power of such lists and databases, data privacy laws make them difficult or
impossible to use in certain markets. In particular, merchants cite frustration in specific
European markets such as France and Germany, where it seems to be a long and
complex process to obtain the required approval from local data privacy agencies to
deploy new fraud prevention tools that involve the collection, analysis, and/or sharing
of personal data.

10

Source: http://www.visaeurope.com/media/pdf/visa%20mrc%20fraud%20guide%20%20generic%20version.pdf
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Please indicate which of the following tools your company currently uses for
webstore

CVN
5%
87%
AVS
5%
66%
Telephone number verification/reverse lookup
3%
57%
Social networking site
2%
57%
Google Maps lookup
1%
55%
Email address validation
12%
50%
Postal address validation services
5%
47%
Payer Authentication (3D Secure)
18%
37%
3%
Paid-for public records services
29%
Credit history check
15% 3%
Two-factor phone authentication 7% 3%
Biometric indicators (e.g. voice recognition)
2%
Negative lists (in-house lists)
6%
82%
Customer order history
5%
78%
Order velocity monitoring
5%
73%
Fraud scoring model - company specific
8%
72%
Positive lists
7%
57%
Customer website visitor behavior analysis
16%
24%
Shared negative lists - shared hotlists
6%
40%
Multi-merchant purchase velocity/identity… 21% 7%
IP geolocation information
8%
77%
Device 'fingerprinting'
18%
51%
Other 9% 1%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Currently in use
Plan to add in 12
months
Validation
Services

Proprietary Data /
Customer History
Multi-Merchant
Data / Purchase
History
Purchase
Device Tracking
100%

Please indicate which of the following tools your company currently use for
mobile

CVN
64%
5%
AVS
50%
6%
Telephone number verification/reverse lookup
46%
3%
Social networking site
45%
3%
Google Maps lookup
40%
2%
Email address validation
38%
12%
Postal address validation services
38%
3%
Payer Authentication (3D Secure)
24%
16%
Paid-for public records services
24%
3%
Credit history check 8% 3%
Two-factor phone authentication 6% 3%
Biometric indicators (e.g. voice recognition) 1%
Negative lists (in-house lists)
61%
6%
Customer order history
59%
4%
Order velocity monitoring
55%
5%
Fraud scoring model - company specific
55%
8%
Positive lists
44%
8%
Customer website visitor behavior
19%
13%
Shared negative lists – shared hotlists
34%
6%
Multi-merchant purchase velocity/identity… 18% 5%
IP geolocation information
56%
8%
Device 'fingerprinting'
38%
14%
Other 6%
0%

20%

40%

60%

Currently in use
Plan to add in 12
months
Validation
Services

Proprietary Data /
Customer History

Multi-Merchant Data /
Purchase History
Purchase Device
Tracking
80%

100%
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Other tools merchants currently use include the following:
Validation Services
 Address Verification Service (AVS) – The system verifies the billing address of the
debit/credit card provided by the customer with the address on the card issuer’s
file. The value of AVS may differ according to different business models as well as
the need to deliver goods. While the validation of address detail is not available
for many countries, it is for the large card-not-present markets such as the US, UK
and Canada. 11
10F10F

 Telephone number verification / reverse lookup – If the customer’s telephone
number is supplied as part of the transaction, merchants can use the area code or
reverse lookup tables to match the address information and assess legitimacy.
 Social networking site – Social networking analysis helps establish connections
and relationships between people to uncover hidden fraud patterns.
 Google Maps lookup – Google Maps is a useful tool for investigating a customer’s
shipping and billing addresses to verify whether these locations actually exist.
 Email address validation – This service allows merchants to verify if an email
address provided by a customer is valid. Orders can be grouped by email address
to identify unusual patterns, e.g. when a large number of orders are placed within
a short period of time.
 Postal address validation services – Similar to AVS, postal address validation
services can be used to distinguish legitimate addresses from fake ones.
 Payer Authentication (3D Secure) – 3D Secure offers an extra layer of security by
adding another authentication step for online payments. Card issuers can use
different security solutions such as static or dynamic passwords, or smart cardbased approaches to authenticate their cardholders. Issuer adoption of riskbased authentication has, in particular, improved the experience of 3D Secure for
both consumers and merchants; for the latter, it has meant less checkout
abandonment during the authentication process.
 Paid-for public records services – Public records provide insight into an
individual’s background that may not be noticeable otherwise. However, it can be
a challenge to use this service for international orders since public records vary by
country.
 Credit history check – This service allows merchants to detect any problems or
fraudulent activities that an individual was associated with in the past.
 Two-factor phone authentication – Two-factor phone authentication adds an
extra layer of security to screen for high-risk transactions. When conducting a
transaction online, a unique verification code is sent to the customer’s mobile
phone. The customer then enters this code, and the transaction will only proceed
if the code matches.

11
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 Biometric indicators (e.g. voice recognition) – Biometric authentication is the
process of identifying people by their distinctive physical or behavioral patterns
or traits. Physiological biometrics includes fingerprints, palm prints, and facial
characteristics. Behavioral biometrics includes voice and typing rhythm.
Integrating biometric data into the fraud detection process can be powerful, and
it is being piloted by some issuing banks.
Proprietary data / Customer history
 Customer order history – Merchants can leverage their customer order history
(e.g. how long an individual has been a customer, historical consumption, and
fraud events associated with this customer) to detect unusual pattern.
 Order velocity monitoring – Velocity monitoring is a technique used to detect
potential fraudulent activity by screening out unusual, large or repeat orders
occurring within a short period of time.
 Fraud scoring model (company specific) – A fraud scoring model is used to
identify and rate the highest-risk transactions that need to be declined or
reviewed further based on a number of data elements. Different merchants
would assign different weights to the various fraud elements used in their
formulas depending on their business needs. The use of these models is
becoming increasingly sophisticated with some merchants using different models
depending on their sales seasonality or using “sandbox” functionality to test a
parameter change alongside the actual “production” environment.
 Positive lists – Records of “trusted” customers based on their order history. This
tool helps avoid unnecessary delays in processing valid orders.
 Customer website visitor behavior analysis – This tool collects and analyzes data
from web session traffic to provide real-time insight into user behavior (e.g.,
frequency of page transitions, originating IP address of a website visitor,
browsing speed, etc.) to identify unusual behavior or patterns.
Multi-Merchant Data/Purchase History
 Multi-merchant purchase velocity – This tool measures the frequency of purchase
activity across multiple merchants.
Purchase Device Tracking
 IP geolocation information – This tool assesses the consistency between the
geographic location of the IP address and the billing address provided by the
customer.
 Device fingerprinting – Device fingerprinting is the tool that collects properties of
PCs, smartphones, tablets, and other digital devices to identify and track users
(same device, different identities, etc.).
Looking ahead to the next 12 months, merchants are most interested in adding 3D
Secure and device fingerprinting. This concept aligns with the perspective that fraud
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has gotten cleaner, as the deployment of more sophisticated tools becomes a necessary
next step.
In addition, merchant interviews revealed particular interest in behavioral analytics,
which refers to the tracking of customer behavior on a website (e.g. browsing speed,
click rates, etc.) as they go through the shopping and checkout page. As users naturally
have different behaviors, this methodology helps merchants detect fraud by monitoring
and identifying any deviation of a user’s activity from established normal behavior
patterns.
Industry Perspective: These results show how fraud risk management, at its core,
is truly a layered approach. Once a tool is implemented, it is difficult (and not
necessarily wise) to turn it off as something better comes along. As a result,
simply managing the eCommerce experience as well as the multiple layers of risk
tools will become an increasingly complicated endeavor.

2.4

The momentum around 3D Secure continues
In 2013, 25% of merchants reported having 3D Secure in place. Today, the deployment of
3D Secure has definitely increased with 37% of merchants reporting adoption, though
still limited to certain markets. However, the list of markets continues to grow. The new
dynamic versions, coupled with the ability to selectively invoke certain transactions,
have helped support the increased usage of 3D Secure. During an in-depth interview, a
large digital goods merchant mentioned that the main driver behind its conversion
improvement is related to its 3D Secure approach. This merchant started using a layered
approach to categorizing high-risk transactions (i.e. “migrating” transactions from a
high to low risk category based on nested rules) and using 3D Secure selectively on the
transactions that remained in high-risk categories.
Other merchants confirmed during the interviews that they use 3D Secure selectively
for specific BIN ranges and/or specific countries. For instance, one gaming merchant
indicated that its list of high-risk BIN countries currently include Australia, Bosnia,
Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Indonesia and Romania.
Data from Visa Europe shows the significant difference in gross fraud rates related to
card-not-present purchases (as reported by European card issuers to Visa Europe)
between “fully-authenticated” card-not-present transactions and other types of
transactions:
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Visa Europe
12
CNP gross fraud rate – indexed

Oct. ’13 – Sep. ‘14

1F1F

Unsecure Electronic Commerce

325

Mail / Telephone Order and Recurring

150

Verified by Visa – Fully Authenticated

100

Industry Perspective: 3D Secure certainly appears to be the direction of the
future with regards to online security card payments. Merchants report having
real success with 3D Secure in certain markets, and non-users should consider
using 3D Secure selectively. As the next generation of protocols gets flushed out
and deployed, the penetration of customers’ authentication tools (like 3D
Secure) should only increase.

2.5

Merchants are split on the effectiveness of different fraud
tools
Device fingerprinting, 3D Secure and fraud scoring models are the most effective tools,
according to merchants that have deployed the tools. However, with only about half of
the merchants indicating these three tools as the most effective, it is clear that there is
a wide range of opinions and experiences in the market when it comes to tool
effectiveness. Nevertheless, many merchants who have deployed device fingerprinting
and 3D Secure have indicated it is one of their most effective tools, which explains its
high demand.
Rank

Tools

Selected by Merchants
as Most Effective 13

Sample
Size

12F12F

1

Device Fingerprinting

49%

74

2

Payer Authentication (3D Secure)

48%

54

3

Fraud scoring model

47%

105

4

IP geolocation information

26%

112

5

Negative lists (in-house lists)

24%

119

Tool effectiveness is one key concern for merchants, and fortunately the industry is
responding to enhanced measurement capabilities, for instance by using A/B testing or
similar functionality. One European travel merchant highlighted the “sandbox” feature
of its scoring tool, where it can run a new rule in parallel on all bookings without
12

This table shows issuer-reported gross fraud rates that are indexed to a base (100) that represents the
average issuer-reported gross fraud rate for fully-authenticated Verified by Visa purchases among sales
processed by Visa Europe over the period October 2013-September 2014 (source: Visa Europe).
13
Only merchants that use 3D Secure are included in this ratio.
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impacting the “production” environment, and then make a fact-based decision whether
to roll out the new rule.
Other powerful data sources are reports from payment partners and the payment
networks. One European merchant cited the power of ‘TC40 data’, received from its
payment service providers. Under Visa rules, card issuers are obliged to investigate
every instance in which one of its cardholder’s claims that a transaction has been
undertaken without their permission. The issuer must appropriately verify the
cardholder’s claim. If they accept the fraud claim, they are then required to send Visa
what is known as a TC40 message advising the details of the fraud. This data is then
used to monitor overall performance of the scheme, maintain compliance and related
fraud programs, and support changes in business models. 14 Visa then presents the data
to its acquirers, who are mandated by Visa Europe to make it available to merchants
upon request. In particular, this merchant highlighted that the TC40 data has improved
its ability to undertake link analysis to identify fraud.
13F13F

Industry Perspective: It is clear that no single tool will be the “silver bullet”
solution in preventing fraud altogether. Rather, the most effective tool will
depend on a number of factors – and it is a combination of tools that ultimately
proves the most successful. Merchants need to determine which tools are best
for them. What is clear, however, is that merchants are reporting greater success
with certain tools. As more merchants roll out these tools, those who have not
yet embraced those tools may find themselves at a competitive disadvantage,
targeted by fraudsters as the weakest link.

14
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3

Fraud Department Organization

3.1

Most merchants keep their fraud management functions in
house
Even in an era of specialization, and
with options increasing for
outsourced payments management,
more than 70% of the merchants
maintain their fraud management
functions in house. These merchants
assume full control of the customer
experience in terms of how the
fraud rules and processes impact the
customer, from the front-end tools
to the ‘after-the-fact’ chargeback
investigations.

Where is the fraud team located in your
internal organization?

Other
19%
Customer
Service
14%
Sales
1%
Marketing
0%

Operation
s
25%

Finance
36%

IT/Technology
5%

However, there is no consistency as
to where fraud teams sit within an
organization. Most teams are located in the finance or operations departments, but
that only represents 60% of merchants. No matter the location, however, accurate and
timely communication across functional areas is crucial. One large digital goods
merchant mentioned that it is very important to identify and interact with other key
internal stakeholders, including Finance, Marketing, Customer Support and Legal.
Industry Perspective: A number of merchants stress the importance of data
scientists or predictive modelers, particularly larger merchants or those that have
access to significant quantities of data on their customers. Having more powerful
analytic capabilities allows fraud teams to respond more quickly to fraud attacks,
without necessarily having to rely on other resources to extract and/or analyze
data. This perspective was backed up by the survey – 77% of merchants report
using an internal team to write and fine-tune the rules of their fraud scoring
systems.
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3.2

Number of FTEs vary by organization size
The FTE count varies by size of
FTEs
merchant (see page 36 in the
Current
over
Appendix), since the number of
Function
# of
Next 12
FTEs
transactions, as well as the revenue
Months
they generate, are often direct drivers
Fraud Policy & Management
1.8
1.7
of headcount. However, merchants
Fraud Analyst / Data Analytics
2.0
1.9
report that does not necessarily have
to be the case. More sophisticated
Chargeback Investigation
2.2
2.3
tools and modeling allows some
Manual Review & Fraud Tool Usage
8.1
8.5
teams to be very effective with a
small headcount. One very large European merchant reported having only two FTEs
that review 0.6% of daily volume, but these account for 97% of fraud attempts. Those
merchants who are able and willing to support larger teams report being able to
dedicate parts of their team to focus on major issues, such as friendly fraud attacks and
chargebacks.
Not surprisingly, manual review and fraud tool usage accounts for the largest
headcount of all the functions in a fraud group, and it is the one area where additional
headcount seems likely across all merchants.
When considering manual review staff, there is a significant dichotomy in the number of
FTEs based on the “fraud philosophy” of each merchant and based on its specific sector
and business model. Some large merchants only have 1-2 FTEs as described above, while
other merchants with similar levels of sales have fraud teams consisting of 25-30 FTEs.
In the first scenario, this includes either merchants that rely very heavily on tools to
automatically decline suspicious orders (e.g. one physical goods merchant reports not
accepting any orders from high-risk countries), or those that apply a very targeted
approach among their client accounts (e.g. a gaming merchant that manually reviews
only its top clients with the most transactions in any given day).
Industry Perspective: In summary, there is no right or wrong number of fraud
FTEs to manage a business, since it depends heavily upon the nature of the
business, the fraud philosophy of the company and management’s willingness to
invest in resources and tools. What is clear, however, is the need to structure
tools and resources to best support the team that is built.

3.3

Fraud resourcing is critical
A key theme noted throughout the survey and interviews is the importance of people.
Merchant after merchant discussed the need to have the right people, with the right
training in place to initiate fraud policy and processes, and to conduct the day-to-day
operations, be it analytics, investigations, reviews, etc.
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This consistency belies a more diverse approach to filling this need. One large digital
merchant runs a fraud operations team of over 20 FTEs, and all of them are part-time
fraud analysts and part-time manual reviewers. This ensures an optimal process to finetune fraud rules based on actual fraud cases. On another end of the spectrum, a large
travel merchant has an internal team of 2 data scientists to analyze all received
chargebacks every day and then fine tune the rules. However, the merchant admitted
that it is very hard to hire this type of resources.
Industry Perspective: Increasingly, merchants are looking to incorporate data
analysts or data scientists directly into fraud teams, providing greater analytic
capability while also reducing the time required to respond to new trends and
attacks. Combining these types of resources with analysts with front-line fraud
monitoring experience make for a powerful fraud risk management team.
However, the difficulty of identifying and hiring the right resources for these
positions reflects HR challenges that will arise as more and more merchants
pursue these resources.

3.4

As merchants get larger, they tend to start de-centralizing
fraud teams
While most small to midsize merchants report having centralized fraud teams, most
multinational merchants cite that it is not effective to have a centralized team due to
differences in time zones, languages and cultures. Localization by country or region is
beneficial, as it provides people in similar time zones with similar language skills who
can talk to customers and banks. Additionally, it is helpful to have 24-hour support for
quick responses. In certain instances, merchants divide their fraud team into areas of
specialization. For example, one large European travel merchant found it very
important to specialize its team of over 20 manual reviewers by country (especially for
large markets like France) and also set a dedicated team focused on “friendly fraud” as
it is a huge issue in travel.
Industry Perspective: There are significant advantages that localized teams can
bring to the fraud process, as described above. Certainly, companies that have
multiple offices and a sufficient budget should consider ensuring local presence,
though leveraging a common set of tools whenever possible.
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4

Fraud Processes

4.1

Merchants review less than 15% of transactions in most
countries
Manual review staff assess orders that are too risky to be automatically accepted, with
the decision to review generally made via a specific cutoff embedded into a risk engine
or model. While merchants find this process necessary, it is also expensive. Manual
fraud reviews typically account for a big portion of the total cost of fraud management
as it is time and resource intensive – and it doesn’t necessarily scale as merchants grow.
However, compared to 2013, merchants
report improvement with the manual
On average, it takes
review process. Today, the average time it
to manually review a suspicious
takes a manual reviewer to research and
are
transaction;
decide to accept or reject a suspicious
completed per day
transaction has decreased by 55% from 12.5
minutes to 5.6 minutes.

5.6 minutes

141 reviews

Due to the tools in place and merchants’ risk appetites, the percent of eCommerce
transactions manually screened vary by market. Canada has the highest percentage of
transactions manually screened at 15%. The US stands in the middle among merchants’
top countries at 11%, while Spain has a much lower rate – 7%.

20%
15%

15%

What percent of eCommerce transactions (number of transactions)
did you screen manually for fraud in each of your top 10 countries?
14%

13%

11%

11%

11%

10%

10%

9%

8%

7%

BEL

ESP

5%
0%
CAN

AUS

GBR

USA

ITL

NLD

DEU

FRA

Industry Perspective: Averages do hide significant variances, ranging from
merchants who do not have sufficient resources to review any transactions to
luxury merchants who review 100% of the transactions due to the risk inherent in
a single transaction (such a policy is sub-optimal for most merchants). Certainly,
manual reviews should be a feature of most fraud risk management processes,
even if the review occurs after the transaction is completed (e.g. digital goods
merchants).
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4.2

Many merchants do not track fraud rates on manuallyreviewed transactions, though they are often higher risk
Across all the merchants surveyed, approximately 85% of the transactions manually
reviewed are accepted (same as 2013), and merchants report an average fraud rate of
2.5% on these transactions. However, more surprisingly is that these are high-risk
transactions. Over 60% of merchants do not track the fraud rate of these manually
reviewed transactions.
Merchant tracking of
manually reviewed
transactions for fraud

Transactions manually reviewed in
merchants' top country
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Accepted
85%

2.51%
2.51%
Fraud Rate
Fraud Rate

38%

Track
Do Not
Track

62%
Declined
15%

Industry Perspective: Given that the manual review process is very expensive and
such a high percentage of transactions reviewed are accepted in the end, it
would be beneficial for more merchants to start tracking the fraud rate of these
transactions. This would allow them to determine how effective the review
process is and whether there are ways to reduce the review rate.

4.3

More than 50% of chargebacks are disputed
Merchants report that their annual gross fraud-coded chargeback rate in their top
country is 0.66% of their total eCommerce sales and 0.38% of total transactions.
Compared to 2013, while the level of chargeback rates as a percentage of transactions
remains approximately the same, it has increased by 32% from 0.50% as a percentage of
sales. This would imply that fraudsters are targeting at higher average ticket sizes than
last year.
When breaking down the
chargeback rates by industry, it
appears that digital goods and
travel & ticketing have a higher
average chargeback rate. This
should be expected, since physical
goods merchants have more time
between capture and settlement to
review and decline fraudulent

1.00%

In your top country, what was your
annual gross fraud-coded chargeback
rate?

0.50%
0.66%

2014
0.50%

0.38% 0.40%

2013

0.00%
As % of Sales

As % of Transactions
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transactions. Since digital goods and travel & ticketing merchants often deliver the
product in near real-time to consumers, they are not as capable of screening
transactions up front, before they turn into chargebacks.
Travel &
Tickets

Digital
Goods

Physical
Goods

0.44%

0.41%

0.31%

Average chargeback rate as % of transactions

On average, merchants disputed 56% of chargebacks and reported victory in 64% of the
cases. This represents improvements from 2013, when MRC members reported
disputing 60% of their fraud chargebacks and winning only 41% of those chargebacks.
Average net chargeback rate (estimated) as a percentage of
transactions in merchants' top country
0.40%
0.30%
0.20%

0.38%

56%
disputed

0.21%

64% won

0.14%
0.24%

0.10%
0.00%
Average Gross
Chargeback Rate

Chargeback Disputed

Disputes Won

Net Chargeback Rate

Industry Perspective: Again, due to the cost of chargebacks and disputes, taking
a strategic approach is critical. Understanding the likelihood of winning a
chargeback is critical to ensure the investment in the process is worthwhile. In
addition, many merchants set a threshold below which they automatically accept
the chargeback, due to the cost involved in the dispute.

4.4

Two other key processes – managing seasonality and
solidifying the feedback loop
While fraud attacks can occur anytime, the seasonality of certain businesses means that
sales volumes and thus fraud attempts may increase more often during particular times
of the year. Fraudsters will often try to test a merchant’s processes and tools during the
busy season, when merchants may be more focused on completing orders and less
likely to implement strict fraud rules in fear of turning away good customers. To help
combat this, merchants interviewed report staffing up as appropriate for manual
reviews and adjusting fraud tools and rules to accommodate the different levels of
transaction volumes and resources.
Additionally, multiple merchants discussed the importance of ensuring results are
incorporated into front-end fraud tools. This feedback loop, wherein findings from
investigations and chargebacks get passed to the fraud analysts and incorporated into
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the rules and models, is absolutely critical to an effective fraud risk management
process.
Industry Perspective: A merchant’s fraud team needs to be flexible and
adaptable to the ebbs and flows in its particular business or industry. One key
factor of this process is the feedback loop – ensuring that the lessons learned are
passed to the tools and resources supporting the front lines.
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5

Fraud Policy

5.1

Blocking transactions is effective at combatting fraud, but
it can impact good customers
To minimize chargeback and fraud rates,
merchants reject or deny certain orders due to
suspicion of fraud, leveraging tools and
processes to identify suspicious transactions. For
most merchants, this represents a small
percentage of their sales. On average, merchants
rejected about 2.64% of their eCommerce sales
from their top country due to suspicions of
fraud.
Much like other metrics, the reject/denial rate
can vary significantly, depending upon the
industry, country and even the size of the
company 15.
14F14F

Looking at rejection rates by merchant size,
smaller companies are more likely to block sales,
indicating that they might be more conservative
or may not have robust tools to distinguish good
and bad customers. As these merchants tend to
have higher fraud rates, the high rejection rate
could also be a result of a high overall rate of
fraud attempts.
The major downside of rejecting suspicious
transactions is the risk of turning away good
customers, which is known as false positives or
customer insults. The good news is that
merchants are relatively confident in their
abilities to limit false positives – 65% believe that
less than 5% of their transactions rejected due to
suspicion of fraud were false positives. However,
for some merchants, false positives can be a
significant problem, with more than 10% of
merchants reporting an estimated false positive
rate in excess of 20%. This could be the result of
tools that are insufficiently precise and/or overly
conservative with regards to chargebacks.
15

% of sales rejected or denied due to the
suspicion of fraud

Digital Goods

2.48%

Physical Goods

2.28%

Travel & Tickets

1.73%

% of sales rejected due to the
suspicion of fraud by merchant size
Less than $25m

4.46%

$25m $100m

$100m Over $1b
$1b

2.88%

2.16% 2.35%

% of sales rejected due to the suspicion
of fraud by country
4.00%

2.84%

2.35%

2.00%

2.09%

1.14%

0.00%
United
States

France

Germany

What percent of transactions rejected
due to suspicions of fraud do you
believe were valid (i.e, false positives)?
13% 8%
6%
5%
11%
57%

0%
0.1-5%
5.1-10%
10.1-15%
15.1-20%
>20%

Not all industries are shown in the box on the right due to low sample size – this is why the overall
average rate of 2.64% is higher than the data points shown.
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The false positive rate is notoriously difficult to track and quantify, and a number of
merchants spoke to the difficulty. Available methods for investigating and identifying
false positives center on inbound inquiries from customers who have been blocked,
with the channels varying by merchant. However, even this can be tricky – one
European merchant reported that 80% of customers calling in to complain about having
their transactions blocked were actual fraudsters. Despite the impact of false positives
on customers, 37% of the merchants do not track false positives, which underlines the
difficulty and resource intensity of monitoring this metric.
How do you track and quantify false positives?
40%
30%
20%
10%

38%

37%

37%
17%

17%

0%
Track inbound Track inbound Track inbound
inquiries by
inquiries by
inquiries by
email
phone
chat

Other

9%

7%

Track inbound Do not know
inquiries in
customer
forum

Do not track

Industry Perspective: At the end of the day, it is possible to get to zero fraud, by
turning controls so tight that high numbers of good customers are rejected as
well. Fraud risk management is ultimately about optimization – trying to balance
the fraud rate with the ease with which good customers can complete a
transaction. While fraud tools can be successfully employed to separate out
known good customers from riskier ones, false positives remain a significant risk.
This is a key area for improvement. Tracking and monitoring these statistics are
critical to ensuring that fraud tools are properly tuned and good customers are
not being adversely impacted.

5.2

Merchants use a range of policies to combat fraud
Specific fraud policies are often very particular to an industry, a country or region, or
even a merchant. For instance, a merchant that is growing quickly may be more focused
on customer acquisition and thus willing to bear higher fraud losses for a period. Big
multinational merchants may conduct reviews of their businesses in different countries
independently to evaluate their KPIs and define their policies accordingly. Nevertheless,
some comparison against other merchants is possible (see Appendix for more survey
results on certain policies, including velocity limits and delay of capture).
However, few merchants have dropped a payment type solely due to fraud-related
reasons, though it has happened for certain card products, bank-transfer products, and
alternative payments. More common are merchants who block transactions from
certain countries (by BIN, for instance) due to high fraud rates. One European merchant
reported having blocked transactions on US cards, which resulted in a very small loss of
revenue but a drop in total fraud of 50%. Another European merchant reported that one
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of its best practices is to change the range of payment methods based on the actual
customer and/or order, e.g. presenting more secure methods for riskier customers.
Industry Perspective: Conclusively, a merchant needs to have the right policies in
place for its business, whether they are velocity tools, transaction limits or even
payment method presentment. The critical elements to this are testing and
monitoring – testing to ensure it has the desired effect (ideally prior to launching
it widely) and monitoring to ensure that it remains effective over time.

5.3

In establishing policies and KPIs for a particular year,
merchants report taking multiple elements into
consideration
In a given year or period, merchants typically evaluate what is going on with fraud in the
organization, what the business goals are and what a reasonable target fraud rate is in
order to set policies and KPIs. Merchants who have core fraud under control, in addition
to ongoing management, will then focus on specific topics.
For instance, an airline indicated that its next priority will be to focus more on analysis
of bank-initiated declines and on internal fraud (e.g. call centers, third party agents at
airports). Meanwhile, a digital goods merchant mentioned that its future priority will be
to identify account takeover protection tools and techniques. A gaming merchant’s
next priority is to ensure more collaboration across eCommerce merchants, especially
related to mCommerce.
Another approach is to focus on a specific metric for a year, for instance looking at the
impact to the customer experience instead of the fraud rate.
Industry Perspective: Merchants in different industries typically have different
priorities in terms of which specific topics to focus on, particularly those
merchants that have core fraud under control. Networking with peers (including
competitors), sharing negative fraud data among merchants (within constraints
of data privacy) and discussing trends with vendors and payment brands help
fraud managers understand the pulse of their industries.
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6

Conclusion
This survey confirms many challenges in fraud & risk management, though it also
provides insight into the industry’s success in combatting fraudsters.
In this context, merchants report that internal resource constraints and gaps in fraud
tool functionalities are their biggest challenges. The issue of resources surfaced
repeatedly in the interviews, with merchants highlighting specific metrics, such as false
positives, that could not be tracked due to resources. In some cases, these were
technical resource limitations that prevented data from being extracted (because
resources were deployed elsewhere) or human resource limitations that prevented a
merchant from being able to sufficiently scale a manual process (e.g. investigating
customer complaints).
Please rank your top greatest eCommerce fraud challenges over
the last 12 months (up to 3)
Lack of sufficient internal resources
Gaps in fraud tool functionalities
Identifying/responding to emerging fraud
International expansion
Lack of internal expertise
Updating fraud risk models
Other

27%
21%
17%
27%
15%
16%
13%
13% 3%6%
13% 6% 8%
11%
13%
13%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

7%
13%
Rank #1
Rank #2
Rank #3

50%

60%

70%

Nonetheless, while merchants are taking a variety of steps to combat fraud, one
international marketplace explained that its fraud prevention best practices align with
the Global Fraud Survey findings. In essence, a merchant needs to focus on three key
items: know your data, know your tools, and know your people.
Know your data involves internal and external sources of data. Internally, it means
collecting and storing internal data from multiple sources, using this data to make
the right decisions and monitoring/communicating the right KPIs. Externally, it
means collecting and leveraging relevant data such as the chargeback data
necessary to undertake root cause analysis.
Know your tools involves understanding what tools can and cannot do – and how
they should be best deployed. Steps to take include running tests with vendors,
measuring their impact after deployment and evaluating the tools once they are
deployed.
Know your people involves implementing successful HR procedures. This includes
hiring the right people with the right skills, implementing the right KPIs and
compensation system, and establishing the right organizational structure and
location to suit your company’s business goals and resources.
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7

Appendix

7.1

Survey Demographics
This section contains an overview of the demographic profile of the 165 merchants that
responded to the 2015 Global Fraud Survey via an online tool.

Is your company a member of the Merchant Risk Council
(MRC)?

# of Respondents

0%

20%

Yes

No

138

27

40%

60%

80%

100%

What goods or services are the primary sources of your
eCommerce sales?
Subscription
Services
8%

Services, Excl Travel
5%

Other
10%
Digital Goods
14%

Physical Goods
45%

Travel &
Tickets
18%

Sample Size
Physical Goods = 74
Travel & Tickets = 29
Digital Goods = 24
Subscription Services = 13
Services, Excl Travel = 9
Other = 16

Note: eCommerce is the sale of goods or services ordered through electronic channels, with payment online or offline.
Electronic channels include internet or mobile sales through desktop and laptop computers, tablets, and smartphones. It
excludes orders placed by phone, fax or mail, and in-store sales.
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What is your annual eCommerce revenue? (for 2014)
< $25M
# of
Respondents

$25M $100M

$101M - $1B

28

51

20

0%

20%

Over $1B

41

40%

60%

N/A

25

80%

100%

What is your average annual sales growth rate over the last 3
years?
Low
(<10% YoY)

Medium
(10%-30% YoY)

High
(>30% YoY)

N/A

39

67

22

37

# of
Respondents

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

What is the average transaction value of your organization's
eCommerce sales channel?
<$25
# of
Respondents

$25-$100

23

0%

38

20%

40%

$101-$250

>$250

N/A

47

38

19

60%

80%

100%
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Is your primary product/service paid for in one-time or
recurring transactions?
One-time

Recurring

Both

N/A

102

12

50

1

# of
Respondents

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

What sales channels does your company currently offer?
Webstore / Online store
Mobile Optimized Website

70%

116

Tablet Optimized Website

52%

85

Mobile Application

52%

86

Tablet Application

40%

66

Telephone / Call Center / Mail Order Channel

76%

125

Kiosk (Ticket and Other Vending Machines)

50%

82

Physical Store(s) (Brick & Mortar)

66%

109

Third-Party Marketplace

56%

93

Other
XX% = merchants that
selected the channel

96%

158

42%

69

0

50

100

150

200

When determining the country of origin for eCommerce
orders, for reporting purposes, which of the following
methods do you primarily use?

# of Respondents

0%
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Bill to Country

IP Address
Country

59

52

20%

40%

Website Ship to
Country Country Other

30

60%

80%

16

7 1 N/A

100%
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Mentions

In which regions do you have a localized eCommerce website
or websites (local website, lanuguage, etc)?

100%

XX% = merchants that
selected the region

80%
60%
83%

40%

66%
42%

20%

33%

0%
North
America

Europe

22%

18%

Asia Pacific South/Central Middle East
America

Africa

Please select up to 10 of your largest countries in terms of eCommerce sales
Country

Mentioned in Top 10

Region

United States

127

North America

United Kingdom

89

Europe

Germany

84

Europe

France

81

Europe

Canada

69

North America

Italy

47

Europe

Spain

46

Europe

Netherlands

39

Europe

Australia

36

Asia Pacific

Belgium

28

Europe

Switzerland

27

Europe

Brazil

27

South/Central America

Russia

22

Europe

Mexico

22

North America

Japan

21

Asia Pacific

Sweden

18

Europe

China

17

Asia Pacific

Austria

16

Europe

Denmark

14

Europe

Poland

13

Europe

Ireland

12

Europe

Hong Kong

10

Asia Pacific

Singapore

10

Asia Pacific

Other countries with less than 10 mentions include Portugal, New Zealand, South Korea, Finland,
Czech Republic, Argentina, India, Thailand, Greece, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Indonesia,
Taiwan, South Africa, Hungary and Saudi Arabia.
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What is your largest country in terms of eCommerce sales?
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

101

United States

7.2

16

14

11

United Kingdom

France

Germany

23

Other

Fraud Statistics
This section contains additional survey results on fraud statistics.
On a scale of 0-5, please indicate the importance and value of each of the following
fraud-related key performance indicators
0 indicates do not or cannot track and 5 indicates very important
Rank
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KPI

Score

1

Chargeback rate

4.40

2

Total confirmed fraud rate

4.11

3

Fraud rate – transaction amount

3.94

4

Manual review rate – transaction count

3.76

5

Fraud rate – transaction count

3.75

6

Chargeback rate of transactions manually reviewed and accepted

3.47

7

Fraud attack rate – transaction amount

3.44

8

Rate of false positives – transaction amount

3.31

9

Manual review rate – transaction amount

3.29

10

Friendly fraud rate – transaction amount

2.97

11

Rate of refunds issued (suspicion of fraud) – transaction amount

2.88
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Percent of merchants that do not track the fraud loss for each of
the following payment methods across all countries
54%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

44%

43%

Debit cards Credit cards Other online
bank
transfer /
push bank
transfer

43%

43%

40%

40%

Cash on
delivery

Open
invoice

Online bank
transfer with
real-time
confirmation
(e.g. iDEAL)

eWallet

39%

37%

Mobile Direct debits
carrier billing / pull bank
transfer

Percent of merchants that accept each payment method type
99%

92%

62%

62%

58%

58%

49%

47%

44%

Note: This chart shows the percent of merchants who accept each of the indicated payment methods but do
not track the fraud rates by that payment method

What percent of annual eCommerce sales did you lose due to
payment fraud in each of your top 10 countries?
Country

% of eCommerce Sales Lost to Fraud

Sample Size

United States

0.72%

80

Belgium*

0.71%

12

France

0.65%

38

Germany

0.58%

37

Brazil*

0.55%

10

Canada

0.52%

32

United Kingdom

0.46%

43

Netherlands*

0.41%

14

Australia*

0.39%

14

Italy

0.38%

25

Spain

0.27%

24

Switzerland*

0.09%

13

Russia*

0.08%

12

Japan*

0.06%

10

Global Average

0.53%

165

(1) *Countries with a small sample size might not be represented.
(2) Countries with sample size less than 10 were excluded from the table above.
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What percent of your total eCommerce revenue loss due to fraud do you
believe was “friendly fraud”
Average

25%

Friendly fraud refers to the actions of an actual cardholder or someone known to
the cardholder (such as a family member) making a legitimate purchase and then
subsequently disputing the charge (charging back), claiming never to have
purchased or received the goods.

In your top country (in terms of eCommerce sales), what percentage of
eCommerce sales from that country did you reject or deny due to
suspicion of fraud?
Average
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7.3

Fraud Department Organization
This section contains additional survey results on fraud department organization.

How many estimated full-time equivalent resources (internal only) are you
currently allocated a given function? How many will be allocated to a given
function in the next 12 months?

Fraud Policy & Management
Revenue
<$25m
$25-100m
$100-500m
$500-1b
>$1b
Total

Current FTE

FTEs Over
Next 12
Months

1.0
1.1
1.8
2.1
2.2
1.8

N/A
1.2
1.4
N/A
2.3
1.7

Chargeback Investigation
Revenue
<$25m
$25-100m
$100-500m
$500-1b
>$1b
Total

Current FTE

FTEs Over
Next 12
Months

1.0
1.0
2.3
1.3
3.6
2.2

N/A
1.4
1.6
N/A
4.9
2.3

Fraud Analyst & Data Analytics
Current FTE

FTEs Over
Next 12
Months

<$25m

1.1

N/A

$25-100m
$100-500m
$500-1b

1.4
2.1
1.2

1.1
1.7
N/A

>$1b
Total

2.6
2.0

2.9
1.9

Revenue

Manual Review & Fraud Tool Usage
Revenue

Current
FTE

FTEs Over
Next 12
Months

1.6
1.6
4.6
13.8
18.2
8.1

N/A
3.0
3.5
N/A
20.5
8.5

<$25m
$25-100m
$100-500m
$500-1b
>$1b
Total

Do you outsource any of the above mentioned functions? If
so, which parts?
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

72%
18%

14%

11%

6%

Manual review Fraud analyst Chargeback Fraud policy &
Do not
& fraud tool
investigation management outsource at
usage
all
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7.4

Fraud Policy
This section contains additional survey results on fraud policy.
Do you use velocity limits in any other markets in which have
eCommerce sales? If so, based on which criteria?
100%
80%
60%
40%

78%
42%

41%

4%

Monetary
value within a
given time
period

Time limit
between
transactions

Other

20%
0%

Number of
transactions
within a given
period of time

16%
Do not use / no
policy

Velocity limits by merchant size
<$25M

$25M-$100M

$101M-$1B

Over $1B

Sample Size

16

25

47

34

Number of transactions within a
given time period

81%

80%

74%

74%

Monetary value within a given
time period

56%

48%

36%

35%

Time limit between transactions

25%

44%

49%

35%

Do not use / no policy

13%

12%

19%

21%

Note: This table excludes 17 respondents who could not disclose the size of their companies.

Velocity limits by merchant type
Physical
Goods

Digital Goods

Travel & Tickets

Sample Size

66

24

20

Number of transactions within a given
time period

79%

88%

70%

Monetary value within a given time
period

39%

58%

20%

Time limit between transactions

36%

67%

30%

Do not use / no policy

18%

0%

25%

Note: The breakdown for other merchant types (e.g. subscription and other
services) is not shown due to the small sample size.
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Do you use a daily limit on purchases as a tool to combat
fraud? In your top country (in terms of eCommerce sales),
what is that limit?
$1000-$5000
7%
$251-$1000
12%

>$5001
3%

<=$250
6%
Do not use a daily
limit
72%

% Merchants that do not use a daily limit by merchant size and merchant type
Sample Size

Merchant Size

%

Sample Size

Merchant Type

%

16

<$25M

75%

64

Physical Goods

83%

22

$25M - $100M

68%

24

Digital Goods

50%

45

$100M - $1B

69%

21

Travel & Tickets

76%

35

Over $1B

80%

Note: 17 respondents could not disclose the size of their companies, and the breakdown
of other merchant type is not shown due to the small sample size.
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What delay of capture do you use for transactions using
payment cards (credit and debit)?

Immediate (automatic)

18%
42%
40%

Variable, only after manual review or
shipping
Certain number of days after the
authorization

When estimating the total cost of eCommerce fraud for your business, which of
the following do you include?
Cost Item
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Number of Merchants
Selected This Item

Cost of lost goods/services

93

Additional fees/costs associated with the payment
transaction (e.g. chargeback fees)

78

Chargeback dispute fees and costs associated with disputing
chargebacks

72

Refunds/Credits issued to customers who claim fraud but did
not submit a fraud chargeback claim

65

Order review and other risk management costs

59

Shipping and other order fulfillment costs

35

Estimates of revenue lost due to rejecting valid customer
orders

32

Other

7
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What information do you primarily use to determine which
country a fraudulent order is associated with?
IP address

69%

BIN country

37%

Billing address info

32%

Delivery address info

26%

Device fingerprint

21%

Email address

12%

Log of IP addresses during lifetime of account

11%

The website on which the order was placed

8%

Phone number

6%

Other

4%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

If you use a fraud scoring tool, how do you write and fine-tune
the rules?
100%
80%
60%
40%

77%

20%
0%

Internal team

27%

5%

External team / vendor

Consultancy

11%
Do not use a fraud
scoring tool
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